Kotzig asked: does the cartesian product of a bridgeless cubic graph with a triangle always have a one-factorization? We answer this in the a rmative. Indeed the cartesian product of a 3-connected cubic graph with a triangle can be factored into two Hamilton cycles and a one-factor. c 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
In this paper graphs are ÿnite and contain neither loops nor multiple edges. We use the term multigraph when multiple edges are allowed. Standard graph-theoretic terminology is assumed. In particular, a cut in G is a collection of edges whose deletion disconnects G. A cut partitions the vertex-set V (G) into two components, A and B say, such that the edges joining vertices in A to vertices in B are precisely the edges of the cut (we write "the cut (A; B)"); if either vertex-set is a singleton, the cut is trivial. A one-edge cut is a bridge.
The cartesian product G × H of graphs G and H is deÿned as follows:
(i) label the vertices of H in some way;
(ii) in a copy of G, replace each vertex of G by a copy of H ; (iii) add an edge joining vertices in two adjacent copies of H if and only if they have the same label.
In other words, if G has vertex-set V (G) = {a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a g } and H has vertex-set V (H ) = {b 1 ; b 2 ; : : : ; b h }, then G × H has vertex-set V (G) × V (H ), and (a i ; b j ) is adjacent to (a k ; b ' ) if and only if either i = k and b j is adjacent to b ' in H or j = ' and a i is adjacent to a k in G.
One way of representing a cartesian product is to write the vertices in a rectangular lattice, where (a i ; b j ) occurs in row i and column j. Then each column is a copy of G and each row is a copy of H . For this reason it is convenient to refer to edges of the form (a i ; b k )(a j ; b k ) as vertical edges, and edges coming from copies of H as horizontal edges. An illustration is given in Fig. 1 .
If G is any graph, then a one-factor of G is a spanning subgraph of G which is a regular graph of degree 1. In other words, a one-factor is a set of pairwise disjoint edges of G which between them contain every vertex. One su cient condition for the existence of a one-factor which will be very useful is the following, proven by Sch onberger [6] . Theorem 1. If G is a bridgeless cubic graph or multigraph and e is any edge of G, then G has a one-factor which contains e.
A one-factorization of G is a decomposition of the edge-set of G into edge-disjoint one-factors. Many authors have discussed the possibility of ÿnding one-factorizations of various types of graphs. In particular, several writers have discussed conditions on G and H so that G × H should have a one-factorization (see, for example, [1, 2, 3] ). Clearly one need only consider the case where G and H are regular graphs; and of course at least one of them must have an even number of vertices. We shall see that these necessary conditions are not su cient, but on the other hand G and H need not both have one-factorizations.
We start with some su cient conditions. Theorem 2 (Mahmoodian [4] ). If the non-empty graph G has a one-factorization and H is a regular graph then G × H has a one-factorization.
Theorem 3 (Kotzig [3] ). If G and H are regular graphs and each contains a onefactor, then G × H has a one-factorization.
The above results give su cient conditions for a one-factorization, but they are not necessary. Kotzig proved.
Theorem 4 (Kotzig [3] ). If G is a cubic graph and H is a cycle of length at least 4, then G × H has a one-factorization.
For example, let N be the graph of Fig. 2 . Then N has no one-factor but N × C 5 has a one-factorization. On the other hand:
Theorem 5. If G is any cubic graph with a bridge, then G × K n has no one-factorization for n odd. Fig. 1 . The cartesian product of two graphs. Fig. 2 . The smallest cubic graph without a one-factor.
Proof. Suppose ab is a bridge in G. Write V a and V b for the vertex-sets of the two disjoint components of G − ab, with a ∈ V a and b ∈ V b . G is cubic, so |V a | and |V b | are both odd. So any one-factor of G must contain at least one edge joining V a to V b . G × K n contains only n such edges. But G × K n is regular of degree n + 2, so any one-factorization would be made up of n + 2 disjoint one-factors, an impossibility.
In an attempt to clarify the situation, Kotzig [3] asked: if G is a bridgeless cubic graph, does G × C 3 necessarily have a one-factorization? The object of this paper is to prove that the answer to Kotzig's question is "yes".
We need to discuss C k × C 3 . We shall write the vertices of C k × C 3 as the pairs (i; j), where i ∈ Z k and j ∈ Z 3 , and i j denotes the edge from (i; j) to (i; j + 1). (Arithmetic on i is performed modulo k; arithmetic on j is performed modulo 3.) We call i j the edge in column j in triangle i. (Such an edge is always a horizontal edge.) For any a, b, c and i, we say (i − 1) a precedes i b , and (i + 1) c succeeds i b .
We shall use two standard decompositions of C k × C 3 , one for odd k and one for even k. The examples for k = 5 and k = 6 are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 ; other cases can be constructed by repeating the pattern enclosed in a box in the ÿgure. Lemma 6. Suppose e, f and g are horizontal edges of C k × C 3 , k = 4, such that no two of them belong to the same triangle. Then one can decompose C k × C 3 into two Hamiltonian cycles in such a way that e belongs to one cycle and f and g belong to the other.
Proof. We consider several cases, depending on the columns in which e, f and g occur.
Case 1: e, f and g are all in the same column. If k is odd, we can use the standard decomposition with e = 1 0 . If k is even, it may be that f or g follows e-without loss of generality, f follows e. If g precedes e, take e = (k − 2) 1 , while if g does not precede e, take e = (k − 1) 2 . If neither f nor g follows e, take e = (k − 2) 2 .
Case 2: e is in one column, f and g in another. If k is odd, take e = 0 0 and take f and g to be any edges in column 2. If k is even, it may be that f, e, g are consecutive.
(0,0) (0,1)
Say f precedes and g succeeds e.
Then put e = 1 0 , f = 0 2 and g = 2 2 . Otherwise, if neither f nor g precedes e, put e = (k − 1) 1 and put f and g in column 2; if f or g precedes e then we can assume that neither succeeds it, so we take e = (k − 2) 0 and again take f and g in column 2. Case 3: e and f in one column, g in another. If k is odd, put f = 0 1 , e in column 1 and g in column 2. If k is even, we can take f = (k − 1) 2 if e succeeds f and f = (k − 2) 2 otherwise. Then e will necessarily be in the right-hand cycle in Fig. 4 and whichever triangle contains g, it has an edge either in column 0 or in column 1 in the upper cycle; choose such an edge for g.
Case 4: e, f, g are all in di erent columns. If k is odd, set e = 0 2 and f and g = i 1 and j 0 , where 0¡i¡j¡k. If k is even, set e = h 2 , f = i 0 and g = j 1 with 0¡i¡j¡k, where h = 1 if g say precedes e by exactly two steps, and h = 0 otherwise.
Suppose G is a graph and H is a subgraph of G. Then G ÷ H denotes the multigraph obtained from G by contracting the edges of H . The vertices will be the components of H . The new multigraph contains one edge for every edge of G; the edges of H correspond to loops in G ÷ H . It is clear that the edge-connectivity of G ÷ H is no less than that of G.
We use the same name for an edge of G ÷ H as for the corresponding edge of G; no confusion will arise. If A is a set of vertices of G, we write G ÷ A to mean G ÷ A , where A is as usual the subgraph induced by A.
In particular, suppose G is a bridgeless cubic graph. Then G contains a one-factor, F say, by Theorem 1. Write H for the two-factor G\F. Then the multigraph G ÷ H is called the cycle graph of G relative to F [8, 9] .
The following theorem of general graph theory was proven independently by NashWilliams [5] and Tutte [7] in 1961. If P is any partition of the vertices of a graph or multigraph G, deÿne z G (P) to be the number of edges of G with endpoints in di erent parts of P. for every partition P of V (G).
Lemma 8. Let G be a 3-connected cubic graph and e be some edge of G. There is a decomposition of G into a one-factor F and a two-factor H such that e is in F and G ÷ H contains edge-disjoint spanning trees R and B, neither of which contains e. Moreover, H contains no cycle of length smaller than 5, unless G is K 4 .
Proof. We proceed by induction on the size of G. The lemma is true if G has four or six vertices (the cubic graphs on six vertices are both Hamiltonian). The induction hypothesis is that the lemma is true for graphs with fewer vertices than G. So we assume that G has at least 8 vertices. Four di erent cases arise.
(i) Suppose e is a member of a non-trivial 3-edge cut (X; Y ) = {e; f; g} in G. We consider the multigraphs G ÷ X and G ÷ Y ; in each of which (X; Y ) is a trivial 3-cut. If both multigraphs are K 4 , then G has six vertices and we are done. So assume G ÷ Y is not K 4 . By hypothesis, G ÷ Y can be factored as F X ∪ H X , where F X is a one-factor containing e and H X is a two-factor containing no 3-cycle or 4-cycle, such that (G ÷ Y ) ÷ H X has edge-disjoint spanning trees R X and B X which miss e. If G ÷ X is not K 4 , it has a similar decomposition F Y ∪ H Y , with spanning trees R Y and B Y . If G ÷ X is K 4 , we can take F Y to be the one-factor of K 4 which includes e, H Y to be the complementary 4-cycle, and R Y and B Y empty trees. Then F = F X ∪ F Y and H = H X ∪ H Y form a decomposition of G into a one-factor and a two factor (since f and g must be in the same cycle in H X , and also in the same cycle in H Y , both will be contained in the same cycle of H , and no problem arises). Then R X ∪ R Y and B X ∪ B Y are edge-disjoint spanning trees in G ÷ H . H contains no 3-or 4-cycle.
(ii) Suppose G contains a non-trivial 3-cut (X; Y ) = {f; g; h}, of which e is not a member. Suppose e is in Y . Select a decomposition G ÷ Y = F X ∪ H X , as guaranteed by the induction hypothesis, with e in F X . At least one member of (X; Y ), say h, will be in F X , and we may assume that h is not in B X (exchange the names R X and B X if necessary). Then select a decomposition F Y ∪ H Y of G ÷ X , with the properties guaranteed by the hypothesis, where h is in F Y , and assume h is not in B Y . Now proceed as in case (i).
(iii) Suppose G contains no non-trivial 3-cut, but G contains a 4-cycle which does not contain e. Suppose the 4-cycle is (w; x; y; z), and the other four edges of G incident with it are (w; a), (x; b), (y; c) and (z; d), as shown on the left in Fig. 5 . (The 4-cycle can contain no chord or multiple edge: if (w; y) were a chord or (w; x) a double edge then either (d; z) would be a member of a 2-edge cut, whence G is not 3-connected, or else G has only four vertices.)
Delete the cycle and the four edges incident with it, and replace them with two new vertices u and v and the edges (u; a), (u; c), (v; b), (v; d) and (u; v), as shown in Fig. 5 . Call the new graph formed G . Then G is smaller than G, so it can be decomposed into a one-factor F and a two-factor H which satisfy the lemma, with e in F . We show how to expand this decomposition to a suitable decomposition G = F ∪ H . First, suppose (u; v) is in H . Then we replace (u; v) by three edges which pass through all of {w; x; y; z}. For example, the segment · · · a; u; v; b · · · is replaced by · · · a; w; z; y; x; b · · · (see Fig. 6 ), · · · a; u; v; d · · · is replaced by · · · a; w; x; y; z; b · · ·, and so on. In this case G ÷ H will be isomorphic to G ÷ H , so it contains two edgedisjoint trees, missing e if necessary.
If (u; v) is not in H then H will contain a path connecting a to b, to c or to d. The ÿrst situation is shown in Fig. 7 , where the dotted line represents a path (not necessarily one edge) in H . If the expansion shown in that ÿgure is made, then the resulting H Fig. 8 . Expansion from G to G when (u; v) ∈ H , with an ac-path.
has one cycle containing w, x, y and z, and G ÷ H is isomorphic to G ÷ H ÷ {(u; v)}. The two edge-disjoint spanning trees in G ÷ H become two edge-disjoint spanning trees in G ÷ H , neither of which contains e.
When there is an ac path, the situation is shown in Fig. 8 , and the analysis is similar. The case of an ad-path is like that of an ab-path; the ÿgure is rotated 90
• . In every case H contains no 3-or 4-cycle, because H contains none. (iv) Finally, suppose G contains no non-trivial 3-cut, and at most one 4-cycle, and if it contains a 4-cycle then that cycle contains e. From Theorem 1, G contains a one-factor F which includes e. We write H for the 2-factor G\F.
Consider any partition P = {P 1 ; P 2 ; : : : ; P r } of the vertices of G ÷ H . If there were only three edges joining P i to the rest of G ÷ H , then they would correspond to a 3-cut in G. Of the edges incident with a vertex of G, two must be members of H , so at most one is an edge of G ÷ H . So no two members of the 3-cut are adjacent to the same vertex of G, and the cut is non-trivial. This is impossible. Therefore, each P i is incident with at least four edges joining it to other parts of P, and z G (P)¿2r. If we exclude the edge e from the edge-set, then z G (P)¿2r − 1¿2(r − 1). By Lemma 7, G ÷ H contains two edge-disjoint spanning trees, both missing e.
Since G contains no 3-or 4-cycle, except possibly a 4-cycle which includes e, H can contain no 3-or 4-cycle.
Lemma 9. Suppose the graph or multigraph G is the union of two disjoint acyclic graphs R and B. Then the vertices of G can be ordered v 1 ; v 2 ; : : : ; v n , where v 1 is arbitrary, in such a way that v i is incident with at most three edges joining it to earlier vertices in the sequence, of which at most two are edges from the same member of {R; B}.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the number n of vertices of G. The proposition is obviously true for n = 1. Suppose G satisÿes the conditions of the lemma and has n vertices; let v be some vertex of G.
R may be a spanning tree in G. If not, augment the vertex-set of R to make it span G and add new edges joining components until a spanning tree R is formed.
Similarly, embed B in a spanning tree B . Then R ∪ B has 2n − 2 edges, so the sum of its degrees is 4n − 4. Moreover, each vertex has degree at least 2. So R ∪ B has at least two vertices of degree ¡4. Select a vertex v n , v n = v, whose degree is ¡4. Then v n is incident with at least one edge of R and at least one edge of B , so it lies on less than three edges of either tree. So, in G, v n lies on at most three edges, at most two from either R or B.
G − v n is the union of the disjoint acyclic graphs R − v n and B − v n . So, by the induction hypothesis, we may order the vertices of G − v n as v 1 ; v 2 ; : : : ; v n−1 , where v 1 = v and v i belongs to at most three edges joining it to earlier vertices in the sequence, at most two of which are edges from the same member of {R − v n ; B − v n }. If we append v n to the end of this sequence, we have satisÿed the requirements of the lemma.
Theorem 10. If G is a 3-connected cubic graph then G × C 3 can be factored into two Hamilton cycles and a one-factor.
Proof. It is easy to see that K 4 × C 3 can be decomposed in the desired way, so we assume G is not K 4 .
We suppose G = F ∪ H is a decomposition of the kind guaranteed by Lemma 8. F is a one-factor, H is a two-factor such that G ÷ H contains two disjoint spanning trees R and B, and H contains no 4-cycle.
Using Lemma 9, order the vertices of G ÷ H as v 1 ; v 2 ; : : :, where each vertex lies on at most three edges of R and B which join it to earlier vertices in the sequence, at most two from the same tree. Write V i for the cycle of H corresponding to v i . None of the V i is a 4-cycle.
The edges of G × C 3 will be colored in red, blue and white, so that the red and blue sets each form Hamilton cycles, and the white edges form a one-factor. Initially the vertical edges derived from edges of F are all colored white (this is already a one-factor, but some recoloring may be necessary). The remaining edges are colored in the following order: ÿrst all of V 1 × C 3 , then all of V 2 × C 3 , and so on. In each case V i × C 3 will be decomposed into two Hamilton cycles, using Lemma 8; one will be colored red and the other blue.
Say V h × C 3 has been colored for all h¡i. Suppose there is an edge of R from v i to v j in G ÷ H , where j¡i; say it is (x; y) (where x ∈ V j and y ∈ V i ). Since V j × C 3 has been decomposed into red and blue Hamilton cycles, triangle x of V j × C 3 has at least one red edge; select one, say edge x a . Then edge y a in V i × C 3 is required to be red. Similarly, for each edge of B joining v i to an earlier vertex v k in G ÷ H , we select a blue edge in V k × C 3 and require the corresponding edge in V i × C 3 to be blue. In this way, we impose colors on at most three edges of V i × C 3 ; if there are three edges, the same color is not imposed on them all; and no two of the edges are in the same horizontal triangle in V i × C 3 (if two were in triangle y, then vertex y of G would lie on two edges in a cycle and also two edges corresponding to edges of B and H , so y would have degree at least 4, which is impossible since G is cubic). So, by Lemma 6, we can choose a suitable decomposition of V i × C 3 into two Hamilton cycles.
Finally, we carry out some recoloring so that the red edges form a Hamilton cycle. To each edge (v j ; v i ) of R, there corresponds an edge (x; y) of F (where x is a vertex of V j and y is in V i ). There will exist two red edges in V j × C 3 and V i × C 3 of the form x a and y a ; the edges (x; a)(y; a) and (x; a + 1)(y; a + 1) are white. Exchange the colors so that these two edges become red and x a and y a become white. The white edges still form a one-factor, and if the exchange is carried out for all edges of R then the red edges will form a Hamilton cycle. A similar process is carried out for the edges of B, resulting in the required decomposition.
Theorem 11. If G is a bridgeless cubic multigraph, then G × C 3 has a one-factorization.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of 2-cuts in G. If there are no 2-cuts, then Theorem 10 applies, and of course each Hamiltonian cycle can be partitioned into two one-factors. So we assume G contains n 2-cuts, and assume the theorem is true of multigraphs containing fewer than n 2-cuts. No 2-cut in G can be trivial, because if it were, then the third edge touching the common vertex would be a bridge. Select a cut {ab; cd} such that G − {ab; cd} is the disjoint union of graphs G 1 and G 2 , a and c being vertices of G 1 and b and d being vertices of G 2 , where H 1 = G 1 + ac contains fewer than n 2-cuts and H 2 = G 2 + bd contains no 2-cut (see Fig. 9 ). By the induction hypothesis, H 1 × C 3 has a one-factorization. Select such a factorization. If the three edges a 0 c 0 , a 1 c 1 and a 2 c 2 are in di erent factors, color all the edges blue in the factors containing a 0 c 0 and a 1 c 1 , and color all the edges red in the factor containing a 2 c 2 and in one other factor. If the three edges together belong to two factors, color all edges in those factors red; if they are all in the same factor, color that factor and some other factor red. In both these cases, color blue all the edges in two further factors. In every case, the edges in the remaining factor are colored white. We now decompose H 2 × C 3 into two Hamilton cycles, colored red and blue, and a one-factor. We follow the method of Theorem 10. In particular, when we decompose H 2 into a one-factor and a two-factor we specify that the new edge bd is not in the one-factor (select another edge through b to be in the one-factor) and we choose the cycle through bd to be V 1 , because the decomposition of V 1 × C 3 can be chosen without restriction. We can select the decomposition so that b i d i is the same color as a i c i , for every i. The recoloring process does not a ect the vertical edges in the V i × C 3 .
Finally, color a i b i and c i d i in the same color as a i c i and b i d i , for every i, and color the other edges of G × C 3 in the same way as in H 1 × C 3 and H 2 × C 3 . Clearly, the set of red edges is a union of even cycles, so it decomposes into two one-factors, and similarly for the blue edges, while the white edges form a one-factor.
